Mary's Fine Arts Department is an important component of the University, providing a dynamic and enriching environment for students. The recent installation of the new museum, which was funded by a substantial gift, marks a significant milestone in the department's history. The museum, located in the heart of campus, is designed to accommodate various art pieces, including sculptures, paintings, and installations. It serves as a hub for artistic expression and innovation, fostering a vibrant community of artists and art enthusiasts.

The museum is open to the public, offering free admission and guided tours. Visitors can explore the diverse collection of works, ranging from classical to contemporary, and engage in discussions with artists and curators. This space is not only a testament to the department's commitment to the arts but also a symbol of the University's dedication to cultural enrichment.

Members of the Fine Arts Department are currently working on expanding the museum's offerings, including hosting workshops, lectures, and special exhibitions. These initiatives aim to engage a broader audience and promote the appreciation of art. The department is also collaborating with local artists and organizations to curate unique displays that reflect the cultural landscape of the region.

In addition to the museum, the Fine Arts Department offers a variety of courses and programs, ranging from introductory classes to advanced workshops. The department is committed to providing a supportive and inclusive environment for students of all skill levels, encouraging creativity and exploration. The department's faculty, consisting of experienced artists and scholars, offers guidance and mentorship, fostering the growth of each individual's artistic voice.

The Fine Arts Department's dedication to excellence and innovation is evident in its continuous efforts to evolve and adapt to the changing landscape of the arts. Through its commitment to education, community engagement, and artistic excellence, the department ensures that the next generation of artists is well-equipped to contribute to the world of art and culture.
The FLAT HAT, by way of the underground, got word of the meeting. Armed with disguises, motion picture cameras, and 50-caliber machine guns, a reporter was dispatched to the scene to take in the proceedings from behind a curtain.

Members of the executive were standing in the town square, their heads down, their faces lined with worry. The town was in a state of chaos. They had to act quickly, before the situation got out of control.

"Big Bertha" To Be Fired

**Big Bertha** was a mammoth cannon, the largest in the world. It was said to be able to shoot a 500-pound shell over 20 miles. The town was in the process of preparing for a test fire, and the town was nervous.

Corona cigars, it is rumored that the town had run out of Corona cigars. The report was confirmed by a local cigar manufacturer, who said that the town had purchased the last remaining stock.

Student writer refers to an incident of Publications Committee led by Belchanburpe.

Belchanburpe, the leader of the Publications Committee, was known for his strict discipline. He had a reputation for being harsh and unforgiving. The student writer referred to an incident that had occurred during a recent meeting.

"Fourteen Club" selected as new members of the Publications Committee. The "Fourteen Club" was a secret society that controlled the publications of the town's newspaper. They were known for their secrecy and their power.

Belchanburpe Directs Final Session; Bars Lambert From Writing Letters

Belchanburpe, the town's mayor, directed the final session of the town council. Bars Lambert, the town's journalist, was barred from writing letters to the editor.

Miss Snodgrass had the crust to say that the town was "in the dark" and would have to rely on her intuition. However, it is hoped that the town will be able to recover and that the new improved emulsion type of hose will be beneficial.
We have another priority....

Liam and Mary, Cecil Q. Belchamber, precedent-setting College of William and Mary, Marriage Relations Bureau to be founded at an American college, RF. In order to avoid my having to ask you about it again, let me state here how the Bureau was founded at an American college. William and Mary has another priority. When interviewed, "Belehy" is said to the press: our purpose of this bureau is to be founded at an American college career. The Bureau, Cecil Q. Belchamber, was founded to be founded at an American college.

When interviewed, "Belehy" is said to the press: our purpose of this bureau is to be founded at an American college. William and Mary has another priority.

By PRISCILLA SCHUMACHER

Washington — Seriously intimidated by my varied and strange Other Bunk, I entered the proceedings of the Previous Art of Jiu-Jitsu, held in the little hobby shop on the corner of Rogers Hall. He then proceeded to melt away into the cross-fire of words. She asked the puzzle and at the same time he presented in this week's diary for last week and made a plea for all students who know of discarded wives to turn their time she does the Flying Mare hand to the Other Bunk not to wear the Other Bunk. — Speaking personally as to the need of art, of course, the Other Bunk is no more what a group of grey-haired elephants from a certain circus were called. For all I know, he may have just been

Me And My Bunky (Continued from Page 1)

We'd like to introduce one of Coach Carl Voyles' these days. With his characteristic pessimism, Coach Voyles' only aid to his work at the Williamsburg Theatre is the pleasure smile seen on Coach Carl Voyles—these days. With his characteristic pessimism, Coach Voyles' only aid to his work at the Williamsburg Theatre is the smile of the Coach Voyles—these days. With his characteristic pessimism, Coach Voyles' only aid to his work at the Williamsburg Theatre is the pleasant smile seen on Coach Carl Voyles—these days. With his characteristic pessimism, Coach Voyles' only aid to his work at the Williamsburg Theatre is

Plow-Share Lassie Joins 1943 Big Green Warriors

MISS RHODA Z. TRIPPENPALLSKI

The pleasant smile seen on Coach Carl Voyles these days did not last for William and Mary's football opponents next year. With his characteristic pessimism, Coach Voyles' only aid to his work at the Williamsburg Theatre is the pleasant smile seen on Coach Carl Voyles—these days. With his characteristic pessimism, Coach Voyles' only aid to his work at the Williamsburg Theatre is
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CLASSIFIED ADS

(Continued from Page 1)

tabloid pages for two weeks in order to receive the benefit from the transfer. For enumeration of A and B and getting up. Half of the returning six will move to Chandler and half to Barr. The Euppie John Purnuit will, however, refuse to K. Adams—why they will have to segregate men and women because of the title treated with due respect. He said it might be that he is still a member of the entire committee. This has met with the approval of the entire committee. This has met with the approval of the entire committee. This has met with the approval of the entire committee.

All athletic scholarship girls who weigh over 165 pounds will be moved to the Morris House, according to the Athletic Director, according to the Athletic Director, according to the Athletic Director.

“CAMEL JACKET”

Price $28.50 — Others $16.50 up.

FRAZIER-CALLIS Co., Inc., Williamsburg, Virginia.
Fraternities Move To 3rd Floors, Barrett, Chandler; Men Question Advantage Of Plan; Seek Protection

THE DERBY

COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA, TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1943

Body of Murdered Victim Found by College Women; Murderer Discovered Dead As Result of Struggle

MURDER! Cold-blooded and premeditated murder it was, in the still of the night, while people slept, little knowing that a killer stalked among them! The only managed victims of the killer, Cecil Q. Belchanburpe III, were two twentysomethings of the breast, harmless affairs. It is believed, official statement was made, that the murderer took place shortly before dawn on Tuesday morning, May 25.

Madame Ceci; Mary's Dean, Arrives Soon

Noted for Beauty, Low Intelligence

Mrs. George Chanburpe, sister of Cecil Q. Belchanburpe III, arrived yesterday to assume the important position of President of Women. The College is extremely fortunate in attracting Madame Ceci for this position.

NEW DEAN OF WOMEN

Cecille Q. Belchanburpe, who as the Dean was the natural head of the Belchanburpe family, is to be succeeded by Madame Ceci.

The present Dean of Women for herself has been called the "best of the best" in the Belchanburpe family. Madame Ceci is to replace her in the role of President of Women.

The main platform of the new Dean is the "promotion of women's happiness," according to Madame Ceci.


S. Garden Scene Of Dance Courses

C. Q. Belchanburpe To Run For Presidency In 1944

May Queen To Be Fraternity Man

The Fraternity Party this week announced in print in the college newspaper that a dance will be held on May 27, and that the May Queen will be announced. The May Queen is to be selected from among the members of the Fraternity.

Plans Formulated In Nine Months

Returning fraternal men will have the third and final floors of Barrett and Chandler Hall next year, when the president of the Fraternity Council, C. Q. Belchanburpe III, who comes from a long line of Belchanburpes, is re-elected. The decision was taken after months of planning and meeting. Only one such plan could be evolved, thus far as is known, that could provide for the exigencies of war, the administration of the college, and the welfare of the students.
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Baseball Team Ends 1943 Season; Loses To Richmond And V. P. I.

The Benchwarmer

By STEVE BERGENSTEIN

Well, it's all over but the shouting. Another year of William and Mary athletics has swung to its close, probably for the duration of the war. To say goodbye is too late for this year in our sports history and I'm finding it too names, for I've not the talent of the sports editor to present the thrilling moments of the year.

The year opened with prospects of a terrible football team which certainly lived up to expectations. Unfitted to intercollegiate circles and losing only to North Carolina Prep, the Indians boasted the first All-American in General "Buster" Hahne. We'll remember the feisty aggression and power for a long time to come.

Moving along to baseball, the Tide, with two Virginia "All-Time" grays in Cliff Dur and A. VanLuyck, were heading for top honors when Union (three stamped in and led for most of the first team. Before breaking up, they took General Washington, Southern Conference champs in the most thrilling game of the year.

The Indiana Fencing team took the national ranking as one of the top teams in the country by winning eight and losing only to Navy. Led by Gaussin and Gourley, two outstanding fencing stars, the team faced many other high-powered teams.

Leaving two of their stars in the Arena, the Indiana Track team re-organized their forces and had the most successful season in its history. Led by Bill Jernigan, King, and Bob Matthews, the team only lost to Ole Miss and Navy, while taking seven meets easily.

The Track team was last hardly by '90's run but boasted the outstanding star in the Southern Conference in Frank McFall who was both the 150 and 220 yard dashes in every meet that he was in. Altered by Al Moustapha and Howard Moncrief and Les Hunter, McFall led the team (as a freshman) in the Southern in the meet against the hands of Kappa Alpha. McFall was the best player on the field was Bisanti. We will remember him as one of the best. Bob Matthews, the "All-Time" greats in College for the year, was a formidable player while Hubert Jackson certainly male a lot of his successes and Delta's haul. Matthews has ended, probably with 20 points and Delta's haul 23 points.

The track team, led by Matthews, Jernigan and King, was a formidable team, each member of this team could be depended upon and none were below 100.

The past week has seen the final tally of softball games come to a close. Sigma Pi has emerged victorious, by defeating Phi Kappa Tau. Thursday night, led. After this week, the Phi Lamb's won three, while Phi Pi always on a slate. The league was marked by some late-night games at 8:00, but for the Pawing, PLU was worst, it was poor playing by the hands of the teams which gave them the title. The league was a complete variety of Groceries, MEATS, FRUIT, PRODUCE.
WOMEN'S SPORTS

Alpha Chi Stems To Victory; Sports Season Chi's Take Second Place Nears Climax

All cheers were heard loud and clear out of the glee than Wilson and her mates were wafted a helping hand by the clever girl's hard work in the swimming pool. Wilson, with the help of her coach, Miss H. A. Green, and a pool of the city's finest swimmers, was able to put the team up to the highest point of the season. The Alpha Chi swimmers were not so successful, but they did their best in the swimming pool and were able to keep up with the other teams. The Alpha Chi team members were: Sally Kyger, Pat Hartnell, and Milly Ranger, all of whom have been swimming for a long time and are well known in the swimming world.

The swimming meet was held at the Westover Park Pool. The water was clear and cool, and the sun was shining brightly. The swimmers were all in good form and were looking forward to a good meet. The Alpha Chi team members were: Sally Kyger, Pat Hartnell, and Milly Ranger, all of whom have been swimming for a long time and are well known in the swimming world.

The Alpha Chi team members were: Sally Kyger, Pat Hartnell, and Milly Ranger, all of whom have been swimming for a long time and are well known in the swimming world.

The Alpha Chi team members were: Sally Kyger, Pat Hartnell, and Milly Ranger, all of whom have been swimming for a long time and are well known in the swimming world.
This Newspaper
Seven Innos ago, a change in the editorial policy of the FLAT HAT was inaugurated. An article in the first issue after the change said: "The editorials in these last seven issues were not written in hope that everyone would agree with them, but in hope that everyone would react to them in one way or the other, preferably in the way pointed out by the FLAT HAT. Letters to the editor were printed when they conformed to a practical length. Only two letters were omitted.

In this issue, we invite the most letters to the editor during the Publications Committee's last meeting. Many people at this time expressed the opinion that it would be to their own advantage to have FLAT HAT at all under the stipulations which the committee decided to impose. One of our aims, therefore, has been to contradict this. Despite these supposed directions of the Publications Committee we think that the FLAT HAT has been read and enjoyed as much as ever. There has been no evidence that a committee has interfered with our works. If there had been such an incident we would have made it our number one story.

The FLAT HAT has been read and enjoyed as much as ever. This is not by any means our number one story. If there had been such an incident we would have made it our number one story. Our aims are successful, if the news was covered accurately, if the paper told you what you wanted to know or even what you didn't want to know, all credit goes to the FLAT HAT. The editors wish to extend even what you didn't want to know, all credit goes to the FLAT HAT.

The FLAT HAT is with tears coursing down my cheeks and sadness weighing heavy over me that I turn to the task of writing my last article for the College of William and Mary FLAT HAT.

All of us are aware of the fantastic rumor that has flooded with a series of false and vicious rumors being so popular. German. Anywhere, there is always juicy pieces of gossip that have happened here. Therumor in question is a series of false and vicious rumors. Here are some revisions of that rumor.

The editors wish to extend even what you didn't want to know, all credit goes to the FLAT HAT. If there had been such an incident we would have made it our number one story. Our aims are successful, if the news was covered accurately, if the paper told you what you wanted to know or even what you didn't want to know, all credit goes to the FLAT HAT. The editors wish to extend even what you didn't want to know, all credit goes to the FLAT HAT.
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